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FOREWORD

Traditionally vocational education has been geared primarily

to preparing students for employmentto p:epering employees.

Yet there is another career path available; students can learn
how lo set up ane manage their own businesses. They can become

entr2preneurs.

Vocational education, by its vr2ry nature, is well suited to

developing entrepreneurs. It is important that entrepreneurship
education be developed and incorporated as a distinct but integral

part of all vocational education program areas. A Program for
Acquiring Competence in Entrepreneurship (PACE) represents a way
to initiate further action in this direction.

The strength behind these instructional units is the interest
and involvement of vocational educators and successful entrepreneu rs

in the state of Ohio and across the nation. Special recognition is

extended to the project staff: Lorraine T. Furtado, Project Director

and Lee Kopp, Program Associate. Appreciation is also expressed to

the many who reviewed, and revised the drafts of the units: Ferman

Moody, Hannah Eisner, and Sandra Ourvis. We owe a special thanks to

those consultants who contributed to the content of this publication:

Carol Lee Bodeen, Louis G. Cross, Douglass Cuikema, Peter G. Haines,

Philip S. Manthey, Charles S. McDowell, Mary E. McKnight, Steven R.

Miller, Barbara S. Riley, Barbara A. Rupp, Ruth Ann Snyder, Robert I-

Suttle, Florence M. Wellman and Roy H. Young.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for

learch in Vocational Education



rUv T USE PACE

A Program for Acquiring Competence in Entrepreneurship
(PACE) is a curriculum responsive to the need for instruction
in entrepreneurship. It is primarily for postsecondary level,
including four year colleges and adult education, but it can

also be adapted for special groups. PACE is divided into three
parts (1) Getting Ready to Become an Entrepreneur, (2) Becoming
an Entrepreneur (establishing a business), and Bel, an
Entrepreneur (operating a business).

Each of the three parts has a set of instructional units wnich
relate to that top'r. Within these the

into three levels of learning: Exposure, Exploration, and Prepara-
tion/Adaptation. These levels of learning progress from simple Lo
complex concepts.

The levels of learning will enable you to use the PACE maters ±s
to suit your individual needs. You may find it best to work with
the exposure level of one unit and the exploration level of another.
Or, you may choose to pursue one level througnout the entire series.
You might also want to work through two or more levels in ono unit
before going on to the next unit.

Before beginning a unit, discuss Wch your instructor what level
or levels of learning in that unit are most appropriate to your goals
and abilities. Read the unit overview and look through the pre/post-
assessments for the three levels to help you in your choice. AL.o
check the list of definitions you might need to look up or research
for that level.

When you are ready to start, tur' the level you have chosen,
preassesr .dentify tnuse items which you feel need

attention k= thw unit. .lso look at the learning objectives;
they will tell you what you should be able to do by the time vou
finish that level of learning.

As you read, iastions in the margins alon4side
t-he ;taricive _ion of each level. Use these quertions

gui your reading,.

At the end of each level of learning are activities which help
you become involved with the content presented in the unit; You and
your instructor can decide on how many activities you should do; you
may want to do several or you many need to do all.

vii



Then, evaluate veif. Ts there anv mteri1 rh'iL
to ruview before you take the postassIssment? The difference in your
anwers on the p7e/postassussments should sn :jc 771_1:1

grown in your knowledge of entriTreneurship.

When you and your instructor feel that you have succesfuliv
completed that level, you are ready to begin another level of learnin,
either in the same unit or in another

viii



OVERVIEW OF THE SI T

people organize to reach a goal in business, managQ-

ment becomes an essential part of the process. Good manae

ment is the key to success in any businessespeciallv a

small business

The purpose of this unit is to give you a broad overview

of te management process. As you study the unit, you will

learn about the responsibilities of the manager of a small

business. You'll also have an opportunity to learn decision -

making skills that will help you be an effective entrepreneur.

The unit details management functions from Planning

work, through orgaaiziag pop1,- al-121 rcourocs for w,:7:1-

actuating work, through controlling and evaluating work.

Examples illustrate the ways in which the qvalitv of its

management can "make or break" a small business.
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EXPOSURE PART III, UNIT A

I1ANAGING THE BUSINESS

PREASSESSMENT

Here are some questions that test for knowledge of the contents

of this level. If you are very familiar with the information needed to

answer them, perhaps you should go to another level or unit check

with your instructor. Otherwtse, jot down your answers. After you've

read through this level, take the postassessment at the er.d of the

"Exposure Activities" section and measure what you've learned.

1. What steps or processes are required in making business decisions?

2. Do you believe that planning is basic to business success or

failure. Why or why not?

What are the functions of management?

4. What is the difference between short-term and, long -term

planning?

How and where can an entrepreneur get the information

needed to make informed decisions?

1



Part III, Unit A
Managing the Fusin

TEACHING /LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this level, you should be

able to

1. Explain the role of management in operating a

s_ 11 business.

2. Distinguish between short -term and long -term

planing.

3. List the steps involved in making ,business

decisions.

4. Explain and define management functi

2



WHY ARE

DECISIONS

SO IMPORTANT?

Part III, Unit A
Managing the Busine

SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

IMPORTANCE OF DECISIONS

Decision - making is an important part of daily life.

For the owner/manager of a small business, the ability to

make decisions is vital. If business owners make good

decisions, their companies probably will be successful.

If managers make bad decisions, their companies may fail.

Before looking at how owners/managers make decisions,

it might be helpful to examine how most people make every-

day decisions. Suppose you wanted to help a friend named

.Susan decide how to get to work each day. Would you

advise Susan to make one of the following decisions:

Buy a car

Find a car pool

Ride public transportation

Walk.

What would you advise Susan to do? If you felt you did not

have enough information to make a decision, you were right.

Good decisions depend on knowing everything you can about a

problem. Decisions based on ignorance are usually a

disappointment to everyone concerned.

Many people do not explore all the alternatives avail-

able when they make a decision. As shown in Susan's case,

this can often lead to a choice between only obvious alter-

,natives. To obtain enough information to make informed



WHAT ARE THE

STEPS IN

DECISION- MAKING?

HOW DO YOU

IDENTIFY THE

PROBLEM?

Part ITT, Unit A
Managing the B siness

decisions, a decision - making process can be utilized which

will help you identify many alternatives. From these alter-

natives, you can select the best deoi _WI_ for yogi.

DECISION - MAKING PROCESS

The usual decision-making process involves five steps.

Each step is discussed below.

Identify the Problem

Before you can make any decision, you must know what

the problem is. Whom does the problem affect? Where does

it occur? What are the circumstances? Consider Susan's

problem of getting to work. Susan lives five miles from

the factory where she works in California. Until recently,

Susan had been riding to work with a neighbor. Now the

neighbor is moving to another part of town and Susan must

secure transportation for herself. She does not want to

spend the cash necessary to buy, insure, and operate a

car. Neither doe_ she find the bus schedule in her out-

lying residential area convenient. Based informa-

tion, you can now identify Susan's problem more accurately:

she needs low -cost, dependable transportation for a round

trip of ten miles per day to work.

Define Alternative Solut ons

WHAT ABOUT The next step in the decision-making process is to

ALTERNATIVES? identify alternatives. For our case study, we must answer

this question; "Exactly what choices in getting to her

4



p0 nit A
Osiness

job does Susan have?" Susan has =several transportation

alternatives available:

1. She could walk or run.

2. She could buy a bicycle.

She could buy a motorized bike

4. She could buy a used car.

5. She could buy a new car.

6. She could take a bus.

7. She could hitchhike.

She could take a taxi.

9. She could join a car pool.

10. She could advertise for a ride to work.

There are still other alternatives for Susan,:

11. She could move to within easy walking distance

of the factory.

12. She could look for a new job closer to her

present residence'.

13. She could share her apartment with another

person who had a car and worked at the factory.

Can you think of any other choices or alternatives?

If so, add them ,to the list. In d.s,clsion-makingl it is

important to identify as many alternatives as possible.

Sometimes an unlikely alternative can stimulate you to

think of the perfect solution to the problem,

=1 1..4



Mn

Gather Facts About the Alternatives

_L A

Business

HOW CAN YOU Some alternatives are better than others. Anyone

GATHER FACTS? can omit the really poor choices, but it takes some study

to differentiate between the seemingly good choices. In

Susan's case, she _.11d attempt to find the exact cost of

each alternative. She should also consider other resources

she might need to implement the alternatives. For example,

does she have time to walk to and from work? is her current

apartment large enough to accommodate a

WHAT ABOUT

EVALUATING

ALTERNATIVES

roommate? These

are just a few of the things Susan will want to think about

b f 5he can make an med decision.

Evaluate the 2Vo natives

A workable alterative one person may be a discs

a People are different in their likes, dislikes,

and 1,7;?,lues. Differences or individual values must be

considered and thoroughly evaluated in formulating a

solution. For e7-ample the alternative Susan selected is

;babl: from the one you might have chosen..

y buy a motorized bicycle. This

e mode of transportation could

net to work ten minutes each morning.

After w A, site could pedal part of the way home and get

the exercise she needed to stay physically fit. It was a

perfect solution for Susan.

6



WHAT ABOUT A

Part Ili, Unit A
Managing the Business

'Formulate a Plan of Action

A plan of action must be made and implemented before the

PLAN OF ACTION? decision-making process is complete. Just thinking about the

action you've decided upon does not make it take place. You

must plan exactly what to do to make your decision work.

Before Susan's plan could work, she had to do some compara-

tive Shopping and purchase the motorized bicycle. Susan

had to check the legal requirements to determine ifa title

and license were needed. She also had to plan to purOase

a lock and insurance. In addition, Susan wanted

check about a carrier or knapsack for her purse, her

lunch, and any other personal belongings she might wish to

take to work. Finally, she had to select the best route with

HOW IMPORTANT

IS IT TO USE

A DECISION-

MAKING PROCESS?

the least traffic for getting to and from :k each day.

All tf these elements formed her plan of action.

Susan used the decision-making process to make an

info_ ed decision that fit her lifestyle. There might be

times you might want to use this procedure in your personal

life. This organized .method of making decisions is

also important to an entrepr_neur in running the business.

ING BUSI SS DE ISIONS

Entrepreneurs pride themselves on making good. decisions.

Many'timps they can to experts on their staff for help

in decision --king. In a small business, however, managers

must make most decisions by themselves.\

7



Part III, Uni

Managing the Business

Often managers find that identifying the real problem

is the hardest part of decision-making. Many times what

appears to be the problem is only c, symptom of the problem.

For example, the problem might appear to be laziness and

slow production on an assembly line, when, in fact, it

could be a personality conflict between workers and their

supervisor. Accurately defining the problem is crit :Leal to

making the "right" decision.

Most successful managers develop several alternative

solutions. The more imaginative and open-minded the owners

are, the more alternative solutions they can identify.

The number of alternatives is limited only by their own

imagination. For example, the management of Manufacturers,

Inc. could only identify one alternative for their problem.

Their problem was a plant so obsolete that it could tint

compete with newer plants. Managers felt their only

alternative was to build a modern plant nearby. Car, you

think of other alternatives these managers could have

considered? Below are some suggestions.

What about updating existing facilities?

What about renting new premises?

What about consolidating with another plant?

What about building in a new location closer

to the source of raw m aterials?

What about buying ready-made parts and

assembling them in the old plant?



rarc iiL, Law, ^
Managing the Business

What about changing from manufacturing into

distributing products?

These and other alternatives could probably

have been identified had the managers of Manufactur-

ing, Inc. used their imaginations.

When managers gather facts and evaluate alternatives,

they must match the amount of time spent to the importance

of the problem. For instance, it does not make sense to

spend weeks gathering information on what kind of type-

writer to buy. On the other hand, major decisions involving

large exIlenditures or the development of company policies

which will affect many of the company's operltions deserve

conF'derable time and study.

Often after much study, you, as the owner,

be left with more than one alternative from which to select.

If these alternatives are not significantly different, you

may have to make an educated Wess. To make educated

gUesses, managers rely on their experiences. Other times

they rely on their intuition or "hunches." They may have

a strorgunexplainable feeling that one of the decisions is

better than the other. They select the decision that feels

right.

Once the decision is made, you must develop its imple-

mentation. A person responsible for carrying out the

decision must be chosen. You may also need to consider

9



Part III, Unit A
Managing the Business

such factors as additional workers and supplies and

budgetary costs

THE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Although decision-making is a very important aspect of

every manager's job, his or her real job is to make things

happen so the business can achieve its goals. To accomplish

this, managers work mainly with data and people. They use

all the numbers, symbols, and other info at i 1 a ailable

develop plans that will make the firm's work go smoothly.

Managing involves getting all the parts of the business,

including personnel, marketing strategies, finances, and

records to function together to achieve the firm's goals.

No two days are exactly the same for managers. They

have a variety of duties to perform. Daily demands often

result in changing schedules tc* meet new problems. The weekly

schedule of Bob Doe on the following pages illustrates this.

Bob is the manager of a small construction company

1

employing a bookkeeper, a draftsperson, three supervisors,

and ten construction workers.

No two managers have jobs that are the same. The jobs

are shaped by the type of business and the personality of

the individual manager. In the example on-the next page. Joan

Schmidt owns a small gift shop that sells handmade items

on consignment. She tends the shop herself in the morning.

In the afternoon she employs a part-time salesperson who



JOAN SCHMIDT'- TYPICAL WEEK

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Tetd shop Tend shop Tend shop Tend shop Tend shop

Tidy shop Make craft
items

Plan new
display

Tidy shop Set up new display

Go througivmail Co through mail Go through mail
Go through mail Go through mail

Inventory Inventory Lunch
Lunch Lunch

Lunch Lunch Go to bank
Afternoon off Bookkeeping

Plan the Call handcraft Design ad
week Give evening

talk to club
Correspondence workers for next week's

paper
Go to bank. Go to bank Pick up new

consignments

Call handcraft
workers

Pay bills
Pick up suppli 3
for display

Pick up new
consignments Update. books

Order supplies

Update books

Talk with office
equipment
salesperson 0

0
as

0

rib

Col

0



Monday Tuesday

Make work
assignments

Pick up

BOB DOE'S TYPICAL WEEK

Wednesda Thursday

Make work
assignments

Make sales

Take new prints
to state capital
for approval

Make work
assignments

Appt. with

'calls on

prospective
clients

supplies

Visit Job

Lunch

Make phone

subcontractor

Place material

Lunch

Site 3- calls order for new
building

Co through
Visit Job mail Talk with

Site 1 Lunch salesperson
Figure and

Vislt Job
Site 2

Return calls submit bid for
job

Lunch

Check prints Visit Job

Make/return
phone calls

for new job Check time
sheets

Site

Make work Visit Job

Plan work assignments Site 2

-assignments
Return Calls

Friday

Make work
assignments

Visit Job
Site 1

Plan next
week's work

Lunch

Make materialL;
list for next
week and place
order with
suppliers

Co through mail

Call service
person for
copy machine

Call ad agency

P
ry

H

0

rr



WHAT ARE THE

FUNCTIONS OF

MANAGEMENT?

WMAT DOES PLANNING

INCLUDE?

Part TTI, Unit A
Managing the Business

also makes items when no customers are iu the shop. During

afternoons, Joan does the bookkeeping and needed consign-

ment items.

Management Functions

Although Joan and Lob are on very d _ffetent sohed

they have many things in common:

Both perform a variety of dutis cacti ,e k.

Both plan, organize, and control the wo

opE-

Both give and receive a I of cif information

Both use their own judgment and are risible

for their decisions

Both guide their co- allies toward their

business goals.

The examples of Joan and Bob illustrate that, eve.!=

though managing each business is different, managers

share a common way of completing their work. Most

managers perform the same functions:

1. Planning work

2. Organizing people and resources for work

B. Actuating work

Controlling and evaluating work.

Planninl

Entrepreneurs must be good planners. If they are not,

their success will probably be short - lived. When managers



WEAT DOES

ORGANIZING

WHAT DOES

ACTUATING

INCLUDE?

Part III, Unit

Managing the Business

make a plan, they .,,et objectives or goals. The-: formulate

policies, procedu -cs met_iods, or programs to acc plish

these goals. Plan!, must be constantly reviewed and up-

dated. No matter how thorough, the plans themevos

do not guarantee success.

In planning, managers must make both shoe - -arid long-

term plans. Short -te.3m plans are accomplished iii days or

ks. Joan used short-term planning when she planned nJ

arranged a new display of handcrafted items. Bob used

this type of planning when he checked drawings and obtained

a state permit for a building. Long-term planning is

accomplished over months or years. Joan's goal of explanding

the business and Bob's goal of grossing a million dollars

a year will call for long-term plans.

OrganizAra

After plans are made, ,Lk must be organized.

nagers must identify the people needed to carry out the

Ulan. The equipment i=o be used must also be identified.

Actuating

Actuating simply means putting the plan into action.

You Will need to inform your employees of the plan- all

persons involved must understand their part. Actuating

also involves motivating employees to work efficiently-

and effectively, and to want to get the job done.

14



WHAT DOES

CONTROLLING

INCLUDE?

Part III, Unit A
Managing the Business

Controlling and Evaluating

Entrepreneurs must control implementation of The plan

carefully once the work begins. The quality and quantity of

all results must be evaluated. If the results are satis-

factory, work can continue. If problems aris, changes

must be made and alternative plins may have to be developed.

An entrepreneur must mike adjustments in pers nnel, equip-

ment, policies or procedures whenever they are needed.

HOW DOES THE 11§f2fnagpenr Function

MANAGEMENT Below is an example of a management function:

FUNCTION Planning: A small midwestern tour company decides

WORK? to develop a New England tour featuring

fall colors. The tour will be marketed

to senior citizen groups. Transportation

will be -ia motor coach.

Organization : An itinerary is developed. Blocks of

rooms are reserved. Motor coaches are

booked. Tour escorts and guides are

scheduled. Potential groups and partici-

pants are identified.

Actuatin Tours are sold to senior citizen groups.

Payment is collected. Reservations are

confirmed.

Conttollin The tours are conducted. Tour esco

keep the tours running smoothly and take

15



Part III, Unit A
Managiue, the Business

notes on trip highlights. The notes will

help when the trip is evaluated for

possible use next year.

The careful managing of the Nsw England Celors Tour

paid off= The tour was a success, and the comrany planned

to make it a permanent part of its offerings.

16
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EXPOSURE ACTIVIllES

As you ve ,just read, manage

III, Unit
managing the Business

very impor

-.art of all businesses. Now that yoo have learned

mnagement skills, try thez-e aetvities.

ASSESS1ENT ONE

1. Write a job description for the position of --vier/

manaer of a s7nmil. l 17siness ln vnn

are interested. Be sure the job description includes

personal qualities necessary, as well as skills and

knowledge in management.

2. Develop a program that could be implemented by

local company in your field of interest (Refer to

the New England Colors Tour example presented earlier.)

Briefly describe the program and identify the element7

be considered in planning, organizing, actuating,

and controlling /evaluating.

The following activity is designed to be used in a

group of no more than eight persons:

A small publishing company finds overall sales

dropping drastically. A survey shows that its tra-

ditional texbook sales are holding steady. Texts in

special interest areas are doing poorly. Sales

audiovisual aids such as filmstrips are marginal.

If sales are not increased quickly, cuts in budget

and editorial and sales-staffs must be made. Design a

set of eight or more alternatives available for the company

to operate profitably.

17
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Part III, Unit A
Managing he Business

POSTASSESSMENT

1. List and describe he prr'ress involved in making business

decisions.

"Planning is basic to a husines's ation--7n: nt-

ly, to its success or failure.' Do you agree or di ,_gree

with this statement? Give your reasons.

Name and describe the functions of management.

4. Distinguish between short-term and long-term planning.

Give examples of each.

5. How and where can an entrepreneur get the information needed

to make informed decisions? Discuss in detail.

Compare your answers to yo responses to the preassessment.

You may want to check your postassessment answers with your instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

How well did you know the information needed to do the activities?

Very well

Fairly well

( ) A little

Be honest with yourself. If you feel you don't know the material

well enough, it might be helpful to review this section before going

on.

18
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EXPLORATION

PREASSESSME

PART III, UNIT A

MANAGING THE BUSINESS

Here are some questions that test for knowled4= o tiro c tents

of this level. If you are very familiar with the in' Lmation needed to

answer them, r
7.1 shoulet tr, another To -nit

with your instructor. Otherwise, jot down your answers. After you've

read through this level, take the postassessmenc at the end of the

"Exploration Activities" section and measure what you've learned.

1. What types of problems do business owners/managers

encounter?

2. What are the functions of anagement?

3. "Unless an owner /manager can make good decisions, the

business is doomed to failure." Do you feel that decision-

making is that important? If so, what can an entrepreneur

do to become an expert in decision-making?

4. Describe the inherent rewards of being a manager /owner.

5. For each of the management functions you identified in

No 2 above, assess your capabilities related to each

function. are your strengths? Weaknesses?

19



i'art III, Unit A
Managing the Business

TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this level, you should be

able to:

1. Assess your capabilities for being a successful

manager..

2. Use a logical decision-making process to make

a business decision.

3. ify problems and rewards inherent in the

management role.

20



SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

EFFECTIV

Part L'= it ri

siness

WHAT IS GOOD The little carry-out restaurant was changing owners

MANAGEMENT? again. First it had featured tacos cad other (quick M--ican

foods. After a year, the "Taco" sign came down and in

place, a "Pizza" sign appeared. A year and a half passed,

and another change came about. Down came the "Pizza sIgn

and up went a new "Taco" sign. The new sign stayed up for

many years. Why? The answer was obvioos _to anyone who had

patronized the restaurant during the three different owner-

ships. Good management had made the difference.

BUSINESS DECISION-MAKING

WHAT'S INYOL D Decision-making the most important skill a good manager

IN MAKING

DUSINESS

DECISIONS?

can have. The business yin prosper or fail according to

the decins the manager makes= It is important to feel

comfortable and competent about making decisions. Consider

the following case:

Connie Crocker wanted to open a day care

center for children. She planned to operate

the center from 7:15 a.m. to 6:15 p.m five

days a week. Her problem was in obtaining

facility. She had recently discovered that

her own home would not meet federal licensing

requirements for day care centers. Yet she

did not have enough money to buy an ad qu

facility.
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What can she do? How id -'vise Connie -I solve

her problem? came up ire

her day care center idea,

$olucions (i) Jbandon

chase a building, hopinc nn meet pavmelits, ,flifh is

the best solutio:1? How would you go about :71.

dectsi

The decision - making process is built on five steps:

Identify the problem

Define alternative solutior

Gather facts about the alternatives

Evaluate alter Ives to pick the best solution

Formulate a plan of action.

Identify the Problem

The first step is the most important. If the problem

is not correctly identified, the solution will be uor

For example, suppose Connie Crock,--r identified her problem

as money. Then, he: entire decision-making effort ,ld be

concentrated un finding new sources of money. Although

money is a limited resource in this situation, it is not the

cause of the problem. Connie's real problem is that she

needs a day care facil - r ve wp-k that Is large

enough for thirty children and meets day care licensing

standards.

22



Part lIT, air A

Define ternative Solutions

WHAT ABOUT Most successful managers dovelop 4:everal alifernativo

ALTER4T1YFS7 Solutions for their problem. The more alternatives marincerF;

have to choose from, the better their chances of finding a

workable solution. For instance, Connie had identified orlv

two alternatives, neither of which she found accootable

Connie could:

Abandon the day care center idea.

Risk her savings and purchase a Ouilding that

meets requirements.

Rent space and fix the building to meet

requirements.

Find a business partner who has access to a

suitable building.

Look for a low rent community building.

Sell her home and buy a building suitable for

both a day care center and a family home.

Build an addition onto her home to accommodate

the day care center.

Plan to operate with sixty rather than thirty

children so there will be more income to covet

building payments.

Find out if federal grant money could be obtained

to subsidize the day care cen
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YOU

GATir FACTS?

WHAT ABOUT

EVALUATING

ALTERNATIVES

=r Facts About

To select the best alternative, managers mt_

enough facts about each alt ma an icf

Important decL=3ions 1 require research bofnre odoq

information is located. Making i i,n Melt are 1_

considered cf major consequence may require only a pmorit

call or two, o1 trip to the lib: ry for some statist

in case, ah spent sov

information she needed. a talked with real

bankers, and day care center inspectors U

aer

ire.

contractors,

an idea of her

exact needs and the costs of the different alternatives. She

investigated exist-in facilities and fees. She talked with

community leaders about the possible use of variius beildi

Since she wanted to be a sole proprietor of the day care

center, The ruled out looking for a partner. Sne visited

the library and looked at the latest census to determine

the potential number of children needing day care. Finally,

she felt she had enough information to make the decision.

Evaluate Alternatives to Pick the Best Solution

Managers must evaluate the facts collected to make

the best decision. Sometimes all but two or three alter-

natives can be eliminated. Then managers must take the

responsibility for choosing what they feel is the best

alternative. Often this choice is based on past experience

or on intuition. The best alternative for Connie's day
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AT ABOUT A

PLAN OF

WHAT ARE THE

DECISION- MAKING

SKILLS?

facility t_

Part III,
Manai -

ad out to be a low -rent community build;

She rented the sunday school facilities of a nearb churc.7..

The facility was centrally located, acaci?us, and needed

only a few difications to meet the standards

,:enter-

the CC7=71',2 ty an_ rate sc:ae

costs for its facility.

Formulate a Plan ofAc tion

Once the best alternative has been chosen, manL

5s

must

decide who will be responsible for implementing the flan.

If equipment is needed, it must be scheduled or purchased.

If materials and supplies are needed, they must be ordered

and delivered to the place of use. Connie's plan of aatlen

contained many items. She needed a contract with the

church for their sunday school facility. A carpenter had

to be hired to make the necessary facility modifications.

Inspection for licensing had to be arranged. Books,

toys, games, cots, and other materials had to be purchased.

Children had to be recruited. Connie's completed plan of

action detailed all of these activities. Now she could

begin to implement her decision. Soon she would he Ling

her own ay care center.

Decision =Makin -, kills

You have seen how Connie used the decision - making proeoss

to achieve. her business goal. But v..-hat about you? Do you

feel cor.ortable with this decision- making method'? Do you

25



WHAT IS INVOLVED

IN MANAGING?

Part III, Unit A
Managing the Business

have any of the following decision-making skills?

Can you analyze cause/effect relationships?

Can you evaluate performance apart from

personality.

Can you identify creative alternat

Will you take the time to research needed

information?

Can you figure the costs of alternativ

Can you divorce yourself from personal values

while you analyze alternative solutions?

Can you evaluate the effect different solutions

will have on the to:-al operation?

If you feel these questions do not describe you, you may

wish to sharpen your decision - making skills. Try using

the five steps i.n decision-making to make personal

decisions. This method provides an effective way

of improving-Your managing abilities.

MANAGING

Managing is probably the most challenging and rewarding

job any business. Managing requires that you be accountable

for '-our actions. Managers are held responsible for the

work of everyone they employ, for company operations and for

all the decisions made. You as a manager will need to plan,

organize the work, motivate employees to carry out the tasks,

and finally evaluate the success of the plan.

26.
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Managing the Business

Does the role of managing appeal to you? Do you

have the abilities needed to be a leader? Do you enjoy

meeting business challenges? Are you able to work long, hard

hours without a "thank you" from anyone? Are you persistent

enough to make it through bad times as well as good times?

Earlier, a successful little carry-oLt restaurant

was described as an example of good management. But just

what does a good manager do? What makes some managers

successful while others fail? And most importantly, do you

think you have what it ,takes to be a good manager?

Management_ Abilities

Managing requires certain basic abilities. To find out

whether or not you will be a good manager, ask yourself the

following:

Do I like to solve problems?

Is my ability to communicate above average?

Are my math skills average or above?

Do I have average to above average ability to

recognize details in words and numbers?

is my ability to understand diagrams, sketches,

or pictures average or better?

Did I do average or better work in school?

Perhaps you are not sure about your managerial abilities.

Many of these skills can be learned. Assessment One in

the "Activities" section of this level is a self-test which
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WHAT ARE' THE

MANAGEMENT

FUNCTIONS?

WHAT IS INVOLVED

IN1THE PLANNING

FU CTION?

Fart ill, unit a
Managing the Business

may provide you with additional insight concerning your

managerial strengths.

Management Functions

The job of managing varies from business to business.

Each management position is unique because the business of

each company and the personality of each manager Is

different. However, all managers of small businesses are

in charge of the same kinds of functions. These functions

include planning, organizing, actuating, controlling, and

evaluating. The management techniques used by each person

may change, but the functions are the same.

plannina

Planning takes up a large share of every manager's

time'. Planning requires establishing long- and short -term

goals. Some examples of long-term plans are:

To gross $500,000 in sales this year

To open a branch retail store

To hire a full-time salesperson

To add five more trucks and delivery. .routes.

Short-term plans must also be established. Some

examples of short-term plans are:

To erect a pole barn

To familiarize employees with new operating

procedures

28



To raise monthly ales

Part III, Unit A
Managing the Business

To approve a floor plan for the new branch

Managers also ke daily plans. These plans include

Appdintments, special meetings, things to check on, and

calls to make and return. A good manager prioritizes this

list. Then, if an emergency arises, the manager can quickly

drop the least necessary item from the list and create time

for the emergency. For instance, Ken Trump, managing editor

of a small publishing company, always made a daily plan.

However, he was quick to change the plan if problems warranted.

Compare the foll "plan" and "actions."

Ken's Daily Plan

Review notes for board meeting

Attend board meeting

Lunch

Call: artist
bindery
compositor
cancel luncheon

Review manuscript

Consult:with editor

Call author

Ken's Actions

Checked final paste-up

Attended board meeting

Ate lunch

Asked secretary to:
call artist
cancel luncheon
move editor appoint-
ment to tomorrow

Asked production coordi-
nator to call bindery and
compo itor

Continued board meeting

Began to review manuscript.



Part III, Unit A
Managing the Business

Managers often develop systems for improving their

daily planning. As they think of things that need to be

done, they record them at once, before forgetting. Some

managers keep a special "to do" list. Others carry a

note pad or index cards. Some scribble their though

on used envelopes,.scraps of paper napkins, or any available

paper.

Daily, short-term, and long -term plans are all inter-

related. One is bUilt upon the other. By accomplishing

many daily tasks, one achieves short-term goals. By

accomplishing many short-term goals, one eventually reaches

the long-term goal. The following example illustrates this

relationship,

Long-Term Short-Term
Plan Plan Daily Plan

To open a Ask department headDevelop record

branch floor plan features wanted

retail
store Select Discuss wants/needs

building
site Finalize specifications

Meet with arch.tect

Meet with realtors

Visit possible sites

Discuss loan with loan officer

of bank
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WHAT IS INVOLVED

IN PERFORMING

THE ORGANIZING

FUNCTION?

Part III, Unit A
Managing the Business

PUlaiLLLIa

Organizing is as important as planning. At this stage,

the plan becomes more than a detailed idea. It is trans

fated into people, equipment, supplies, and other needed

resources. You will select the people who will actually

do the work. If equipment is needed to implement the plan,

you will make sure it is available. When everything is

ready, the organization phase of managing is completed.

Actuating

WHAT DOES Actuating is getting the job done. Communications

ACTUATING with employees are critical to the success of every project.

INVOLVE? Therefore, employees must understand their part in the firm's wor

Actuating also means motivating employees to want to do

their work assignments. Looking ahead to solve problems

before they develop is anon- part of the actuating function.

Controllin Evaluat

WHAT DO Controlling and evaluating are also important management

CONTROLLING functions. In businesses employing a number of people,

AND

EVALUATING

INVOLVE?

entrepreneurs may use a system reporting to help control

work. Employee reports may be written or oral. In a

small business, oral reports are probably sufficient.

Evaluating is assessing the success of the project. FindLng

the strong and Ants of a completed project helps

the company improve operations in the future.
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DO THE MANA,EMENT

FUNCTIONS OCCUR

AT DIFFERENT TIMES

Fart III, Unit A
Managing the Business

The Realities of Being_a Manager

Unfortunately, a manager's work is not as clear -cut

as the preceding examples indicate. Each day, a manager

deals with many different projects at different stages.

A manager may be planning one project, organizing another,

and supervising two more in progress. Often evaluation is

informal. Even though the manager may supervise and direct

a number of jobs at various stages at once, each project

in itself follows the management pattern closely. That is,

rst each project is planned, then organized, then actuated,

and then controlled and evaluated. Below is an example of

how managers actually perform these functions.

Sam le Manager_' s iay

Study supervisors' reports
on all projects

Interpretation of Function

Controlling/Evaluating

Meet with Miss Jones to dis- Planning
cuss initial plans for
Formbe project

Lunch with Mr. Tyler to final- Organizing

ize purchase of new equip-
ment for Greg project

Staff meeting

Hold open house to launch
new sales promotion

Make plans for tomorrow

Controlling/Evaluating

Actuating

Planning.
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Are you capable of dealing with many projects dur g.

each day? Can you remember details from one project while

you mentally "change gears" and concentrate on solving problems

in another project Can you listen calmly to a person who

interrupts your work on one project to report a serious

snag in another project? Or do you react to such pressures by:

Becoming nervous and irritable?

Criticizing the person presenting the project

so he or she will go away and not bother you?

Forgetting project details and responsibilities?

Concentrating so hard on one project that you

can't recognize when another needs some of your time?

If you exhibit these symptoms when working on a tight

schedule with more than one project, you will need to

evaluate and pinpoint those areas which you can imp rave.

You will also probably like doing some management

functions more than others, and will probably perform

certain tasks better than others. Therefore, you will

need to develop expertise in your "weak" areas or seek

managerial assistance It is easy to get professional

help to improve your managing skills.
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EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

Will you be able to put the management functions into

practice? The following activities will help you exper-

ience some "real" management situations to give you an

opportunity to utilize what you have learned. After

completing the activities, do a self-evaluation to check

your understanding of the material.

ASSESSMENT ONE

ARE YOU THE MANAGEMENT TYPE?

Review this checklist. Mark the boxes that describe you.

You.make thin happen, Once you know what should

happening, you put all your efforts into getting

the job done. You have probably heard that there

are three kinds of people: "People who make things

happen; people who watch things happen; and those

who don't know what has happened." You are the

first kind-.

You concentrate on .not ctaia. When you

manage the firm, your employeee.will be the "doer

You will strive to identify problems before they

happen. You have made it your goal to work

smarter, not harder.
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You are ourse You don't try to be Mr. or

Nice. You concentrate on your work, not on winning

a popularity contest You know that no matter what

you do, there will be ome people who think you

great and some who don't You are pleasant but

you get on with the busine s of managing.

Yod strive results. The rograms and procedures

you plan produce results. Youdon't get bogged

down in trends and "red tape." You strive for an

organization in which responsibility and results

are clearly understood.

You _train our 'employees. You want your business

to grow, so you intend on developing and training

subordinates to do part of your job. Therefore,

you plan to turn over some of your At. Lty to

others. You do not feel you are the only one who

can do the job right.

Now did you do? Did this checklist describe you? Are

you the management type?

ASSESSMENT TWO

1. Write a three-page autobiography highli3hting at least

two instances in which you did or did not show capa-

bilities for being a manager. You may choose examples

from things that happened at home, at work, in school,

or in community work.
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2. Interview a small business owner /manager.

Ask the manager to explain. a problem that her or his

business encountered and the process used to solve that

problem. Compare and contrast the decision-making

process used by the owners to tho nne ted

in this unit.

Contact a manager from a local small business to meet

with your group. Ask the manager to describe the

rewards and problems that may be faced in a typical

week. If meeting with the group isn't posrm.,0

arrange for someone to v ,:terview [he man,-.

If the manager permits, the intervlrov ,! be

recorded on ape.

4 Make a list,of mil the management activities that

must be done in order to start your business.

(For example: make work assignments, check reports,

take clients to lunch, etc.) Circle the activities

you feel would be rewarding to you. Underline the

activities that you find agreeable. The activities

remaining are the ones that you find disagreeable or

troubl If most of the activities are circled

underlined, you should enjoy managing.
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5. Divide the class into groups. Each member of your

group should write a hypothetical case study de-

scribing a business, and a problem the business

faces. Each person should also identify two

possible alternative solutions to the business's

problem. Then you should share your case study

with the other group members. Each group should

choose one case study to work on together,

examine the selected case study, and brainstorm

as -A16, different alternatives as possible. On

paper, work through each step of the decision-

making process to solve your group's case study.

The group will discuss its solution and the

decision-making methods used with the rest

of the class.

POSTAWSSMENT

1. Describe the types of problems business owners/managers

can expect.

Identify the four.functions of management and clearly

describe .ich function.

"Unless an owner/manager can made good decisions, the

business is doomed to failure." Discuss this state-

ment. Is decision-making that important? If so,

what can an entrepreneur do to become an expert in

decision - making?
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4. Explain the inherent rewards of being a manager/owner.

5. For each of the management functions you id,mtified in

No. 2 above, assess your capabilities related to each

function. Where are your strengths? Weaknesses?

Compare your answers to your responses to the preassessment.

You may want to check your postassessment answers with your

instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

How well did you know the info

the activities

-n needed to do

Very well

Fairly well

A little.

Be honest with yourself. If you feel you don't know

the material well enough, it might be helpful to review

this Section before going on.
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of this level. If you are ',:ory familiar with the information a

answer them, perhaps you should go to another level or unit check

with your instructor. Otherwise, jot down vour VOUT,-

read throdgh this level, take the postassessment at the end of the

"Preparation/Adaptation Activities" section and measure what you've

learne

1. What are the characteristics of a successful manager?

2 What are the steps usually followed in making decisions?

3. Apply the sts discussed in No. 2 above to the folio wing

situation:

Two types of desks, standard and executive, can

be produced by the Oke'r Company. The profit yield on the

standard desk is $20.00 in contrast to that tf $30.00 on

the executive desk. The company can produce a maximum

of 600 desks a month because of the -Lize of the facilities.

Problem: Which of the desks should be produced? Should

a combination be produced?

4 Describe the importance of leadership by owners /managers

and describe a leadership style.

5. What items would be included in a master plan?
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TEACHING/LEARNING CBJECTIVE

Upon completion of _Ls level you should be able to:

1. Explain the management role and yor perceived

and weaknesses in relat-*on t that rcoe,

Use a logical decisionmaking process to make

business decisions.

Ideari explain basic managing skills in

planning, organizing, actuating, and controlling.

4. Outline a management style y believe might be

successful for you in a small business.

Identify the characteristics of a successful

manager,



TIOW IMvORTANT ARE

THE MANAGEMENT

FUNCTIONS FOR

BUSINESS SUCCESS?

DO GOOD MANAGERS

POSSESS SPECIAL

SKILLS?

Part III Unit A
Managing the Business

-SUBST"TIVE INFORMATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF MANAGERS

you have a dream of ownins and operating your own

business. Others have also dreamed of 1,ecoming entrepre-

neurs. The dream has become a reality for some, but not

all. If you could sit down and talk with these "dremers"

You would probat.1y find that each had different sccesses

fa lhanAl, owt, zu ifiObt,

these statements:

Almost all of their successes could be attributed

direct or indirectly to good management practices.

Almost all of their failures could be attributed

directly or indirectly a breakdown or over-

sight in managing.

To help you develop your understanding of management, you

will need to become familiar ith the decision-making process,

management functions, and leadership :kills. These are the

,7ery basic tools of ranaging. If you use these tools

wisely and are willing to work hard, you will probably make

your dream of owning a small business a reality,

Successful Managers

Just what is it that a manager dyes which is so vital

to success? Simply stated, the manage primary task is

to plan and to direct the work of others in a way that allows

the business to reach its goals. In order to do this,
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managers go through the steps of planning, organizing, actin-

Ling, controlling, and evaluating. For each these steps,

managers must, make many decisicls. Skill in decision-

making is oft.? n the factor which makes the difference between

a manager's success or failure.

Managers who operate small businesses often have

several c mmon characteristics, which include the following:

1. Successful manaers make thin en. They do

not sit around, hiding behind an impressive door,

hoping the work will get done. They take an active

role in making sure that work is going according

to schedule. If things a-en't going well, they

must :,mmeuiately take steps to correct the situation.

2. Successful 11211!22IfE=122L1114j-IAZAIII, not doing.

They try to work smarter, not harder, and put all

their efforts into directing and shaping events.

Instead of actually doing the work, they manage

others in doing the work.

Successful managers act naturally. They don't

waste time and energy worrying about what people

think of They concentrate on doing the

effectively, not on winning a popularity contest.

They are themselves and realize that if they do

a good job of managing, they will win the respect

of most people.
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results. They don't

get hung up on tradition or old ways of doing things

just because "we always did it that w_

Successful mina work th ou

They train subordinates to do part of their work.

Of coLr hard for anyone to turn importa

work over to people they not as competent

as themselves. However, they do it, knowing that

their own incompetence, caused by too heavy a

workload, will damage the organization. Careful

selection and training of subordinates will result

in eventual accomplishment of the work in a manner

as well as, or even better than, the manager.

Mane rs Wd c, Fail.

Managers who fail also share some characteristics in

common which include the following:

1. They waste tittle. These managers o not necessarily

daydream or twiddle their thumbs, but they spend

a lot of time doing things that are not. really

necessary.

2. They avoid certain duties. Some managing activiti

are more interesting or more pleasant than others.

For example, collecting a past -due bill or firing

an inefficient employee are unpleasant realities

a manager must face. Inefficient managers may put
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HOW IMPORTANT

AHE BUSINESS

DECISIONS?
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off dealing with the unpleasant activities on the

pretense that _ uare too uusy with riot -1 -sant

activities. Meanwhile, the business suffe-

7112dp2!fjlgrk. When work is not properly

assigned, employees cannot do their jobs well.

Employees may not _,en understand what is expected

of them.

Think about yourself in relation to the preceding char-

acteristics of successful and unsuccessful managers. Which

characteristics apply to au? If you share the success

characteristics, be encouraged. But ake note of any

failure characteristics and plan to correct hem.

THE DECISION - MAKING PROCESS

As previously mentioned, decision - making is at the

heart of all that a manager does. It is a most basic and

fundamental skill. 14rJow is a situation which req

decision-making skills.

Casandra Lowe had just opened a small bu74-eL.s,

Home Help Unlimited. This small organization pro-

vided the services of maintenance, yard work, cleaning,

and other household tasks to families for a nominal

fee. After two months of operation, Casandra had

problems. Her six part -time employees were unhappy

because they were often asked to work during those

hours that they wished to be home. Her customers
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were unhappy because the workers did not al:

to do the work at the time the customers requested.

Neither employees nor customers were un'-nl,v wit'n

the quality of the work; rather, timing -gas their

only compl

Can you identify the real problem and t solution?

Most experionced managers would not attempt to solve

Casan --is problem with this limited amount of information.

Besides needing are information, they would also tcal

logical dezision-making process to select the best solution.

Use of th!. y process ensures that a number of possible solu-

tions are identified and that only the best ones are con-

sidered for final selection. A logical decision-making

process is based on these steps:

Identify the problem

Define alternative solutions

Gather facts about the alternatives

Evaluate alteratives to select the best one

Formulate a plan of action.

Using the above steps, Casandra first proceeded

identify the actual_proble. Although it sounds

easy, it is really the most difficult and crucial

step. If the problem is not corrctly

the entire decision- kingp -cess will be worthless.

Often what appears to be the problem is only a symp-

tom of the real problem. In Casandra's case, the
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-ees,

ing customers, or timing of work assignments. A Casandra

investigated further, she found that the real problem was

not any of these _pto and that it was actually`

difference between employees work hcrs and work requests.

Casandra then began tt look for alternative

Alternative solutions are simply different ways of solving

a problem. Some alternatives are better than others.

It is best to brainstorm for all the possible alternatives

and write them all down--even the poor ideas!

Later, the poor ideas can be discarded. Often the .--lu-

tion is a combination of alternatives. For example, a poor

alternative may offer one good feature which may be combined

with another alternative. Cazandra came up with all the

following alternatives:

Continue on as is

Don't offer tweive-hour service- -limit service

hours to 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Hire more part -time employees

Hire only part -time employees who will be

flexible in their work hours

Design a new work assignment system

Only accept service requests that can be done

during the hours employees want to work.



Can you think of any more?

Unit A
he Business

lour creativity in Itleutlf

alternatives will limit the choices available. The solut

is only as good as the alternatives.

Casandra spent several days thertog the ac_t

needed for each alternative she considered. First, she

analyzed the frequency of requests for w each hour

of operation. She also analyzed the hours employees pre-

ferred to work. She went to the library acid studied the

different syste. izing work. She Also

managers of other businesses to s.ea if any of their systems

would work in her operation. She even considered hiring a

management consultant tc help with the problem.

Next, Casandra evaluated the alternatives to choose

the best one. This step requires careful thought. Each

solution must. be considered for its chance of success, and

for the effect will have on the entire operation. Some-

times no single alternative is "best," and the alter-

natives can be narrowed down to two or three. Casandra

narrowed her alternatives to two:

Design a new work assignment system

Hire more pa ployees.

She combined these to form one broad solution.

Casandra decided that her new work assignment system would he

based on three four-hour shifts. Employees would indicate

the shifts they would be able to work. Additional employees
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would be hired to sill out the remaining The new

work system and increased number of part-time emLlovees

would allow employees to be called for work only during

scheduled hours. By having employees scheduled for each

shift, customers could have service at the time they desired.

Next, Casandra devel'ped a plan_ot action. She planned

to ask present employees to select those shifts they would

be available for work. She decided to advertise for new

em 'iloyees to fill vacant shi Casandra knew her plan

of action was complete because it contained all the items

that needed to be done in order to implement har decision.

She studied it carefully, evaluating it to make sure each

aspect of the plan would work. She was then ready to put her

decision into action.

EM NT FUNCTION

The core of a managers job is built around the

proess of planning, organizing, actuating, and con ling/

evaluating. The functions are so interrelated it is

difficult to separate them. For example, while planning a

project, you are also considering how to organize, actuate,

control, and evaluate it. For purposes here, however, each

function will be examined individually. Mastering these

functions is vitally important in becoming a successful

manager.
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Planning

Planning can take place at many different levels. for

example, there is the master plan or 1png-term plan,

shirt -term plan, special events planning, an risis clapping.

The manager is responsible for planning at all levels,

Levels of Planning

WHAT IS A The most important plan for an business is 7he

MASTER PLAN? or lor-Itm21,1a. This plan, prepared the manager and

responsible employees, sets the fl -ti goals or obj eetives,

To be effective at master planning, the manager should

possess certain characteristics. The manager:

Must be able to see the situation as a whole

Must be capable of dividing the whole into

workable parts

Must be objective and analytical

Must be able to work with the unknown

Must be able to avoid getting mired in details.

Master planning s usually very comprehensive. Once

the goals and objectives are established, plans must be

formalized for them. Most _e_ plans include goals

objectives in each of the folio wing are
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Finance Credit

Personnel chasing

Customer and public Sales

relations
Profit

Advertising

Legal is-ues
Accounting

Security
Production

ILL Unit A
ging t siness

contrn1

A forma izerl 7 s r_Man promises -my business advan-

tages. Most i p ;tint, the plan helps the company grow in

the direction you intend it to grow, since the plan outlines

the general action to be taken to reach the goals set.

Of cours, as you develop these goals, you must take stock

of where your company is, its strengths and weaknesses, and

the changes needed to get the firm where you want it to be.

While doing this, you can get a good idea of future needs,

such as new employees, new facilities, and new machinery.

Master plans help "put together all the pieces" of the

business puzzle.

After the master or ling -term plans are prepared,

short -term Mans may be made. Short-term plans are the

goals which must be accomplished in order to achieve the

master plan. Short -term plans are based on the master plan.

Usually these goals are accomplished in days, weeks, or

months, while the long-term plan may require several

_h_ or a year or more.
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Short -term planning is essential to the success of th e

small business. Through short-term ..ing, manic can

deal with problems that could not he anticipated when the

master plan was set. They can try __zw alternatives and

immediate feedback to see how plans are riorkinc.

ci-c-t1 fcrms tac hc-ckonc

Special event lanninc- is ut

planning, except that it does not relate toy the master

plan. It is apart from the everyday business routine. The

key to special event planning is in integrating it with

other work that must be done. Do not let the special event

become so important that it disturbs other necessary busi-

ness activities.

Good planning techniques should eliminate daily or

weekly crises. Even with good planning, however, you will

have to do some crisis planning to handle a crisis situation.

When a crisis decision does have to be made, the

following guidelines might help'

Get into a relaxed state of mind

Focus on the logical outcomes of different

solutions, not on all eventualities

Don't put off making the decision

Act dec!sively once you reach a decision

Don't be afraid of failure.

Crisis planning and special event planning are

occasional methods of planning.
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Ofzen ma5dAers need iou be-:_ore

TO GATHER 177=4- can fi:-.alide a plan. Research can supply them with the

TIO:1 FeR necd. i-lesearch infomaLlen about the market or

othet areas can be gathered

ana can hire somoohe L.)17t

711,2 r7din concerr , r-.e di he 1.t-curate

Sometimes needed data on he rctrieved from

commo, 't: sources such as credit aoncIes lnd hunks,

count,: oIrk' s offices, U.S, Census reports, published

market analyses, information from trade associations, and

general economic base studies. If the desired informatio.

not a:ailable, the manager may have to organize a re-

searrh stwiy. For example, 11 Lhe manager wanted to know

whore the majority of.prospective customers were located,

a survey to collect data in one of the following ways

miht he conducted:

Analyze all checks.7.ollected to know location

of customer's bank

Record all car license plates to pinpoint

trea of customer residence

'Irairvey each cusomer to determine area of residence.

Data gathered could be numerically summarized by graphs

or percentage charts. This study would give the information

the manager wants: the residence area of the customers.
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Organizing

Organizing is ekactly what it denotes--organizing the Fusin

operates effectively and efficiently towards achieving the

firm's goals. It involves setting up a structure that will give

order to the tasks a business must conduct to achieve the firm's

objectives. The organizing function is required to define, group,

and assign responsibility to others. The workload must be spread

.among employees. Organizing the work of a small business

necessity if personnel, equipment, and supplies are to be in the

right place at the right time. To organize work well, you must

group tasks to be done into individual jobs. You must also define

how. one job relates to another.

Forms of Or anization

The size of your business will probably dictate the type of

organizational form you -hoose. host small businesses begin at

the direct supervision stage. At this stage, thn owner /manager

directly superv=ises all the work done by 25-30 etn loyees. As

mpany grows, it will probably become impossible for an owner /

manager to supervise all employees directly. The owner /manager

will have to delegate the responsibility of supervision to

capable employees who become managers. Stage two is the super-

"iced su ervisors' -ta-e In this stage, manages a

number of supervisors who, in turn, direct the work of 30 to about
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200 employees. Very often, the indirect control sta

reached when a company has between 250 - 300 employees.

At this point, the owner manages supervisors who, in turn,

work with middle management persons who direct employees.

At this stage, the operation has three levels. The organi-

zation has now become large enough to have a vice - president

of sales, a vice-president of production, a vice-president

of industrial relations, etc.

When_a company begins to reach the size of 1,000 em-

ployees, it often moves into the divisional organization

stage. Work is organized around different product lines

or services and location of operations, or even management

functions for the various product lines or services, with a

vice-president in charge of making and selling each sepaitate

product line or service. Often, by this time, a company -

has become a large operation and probably a conglomerate--

certainly no longer a small business.

Efficient Or anization

The following guidelines will help you as your organize

the work in your business.

Organize work into jobs based on corporate goals

Place one boss at the top

Define authority clearly

Advocate decision-making at the lowest possible level
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Communicate (includes listening to) with employees

Monitor and control employee performance

Give each worker a defined amount of control.

There are a number of systems that can be developed

to help you organize efficiently. Depending upon the type

of business you operate, you can develop a system for giving

out work assignments that vary from day to day; a system

for purchasing and maintaining equipment; and a system for

ordering, taking inventory, and storing needed supplies and

materials.

Each business varies. The work of some types of

businesses is almost routine, while the operations of other

businesses may fluctuate almost daily. Even though activities

are different for each type of business some basic degree

of organization must exist. Below are a few examples of

business activities for a drugstore that would probahly

require organization:

Dispense prescriptions

Purchase merchandise

Stock goods

Monitor inventory

Keep records

Handle store maintenance

Recruit, hire, and train emnlovees

Operate twelve hours each day

Price goods,
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A flower chop would probably have to conduct all

the following activities:

Buy the flowers

Care for the flowers

Operate and maintain equipment in store

Cut flowers

Make displays of arrangements

Make sale

Deliver work

Handle store maintenance

Handle flowers by wire

Keep records

Advertise

Hire and train employees

Handle telephone

Price merchandise

Monitor in-en

Steps in Organizing

ory.

How would you gn about organizing the work of the two

examples cited above? The organizing function of management,

like the planning function, has some rather well-defined

steps. When organizing you must:
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mine the activities necessary to carry

out the plans

Define the activities and classify- the

operations

Group the activities to gain the best

utilization of resources

Develop authority- direction channels for

, each group

Bring the groups together to one focal point.

The next page is an example of how these organizing

steps, might be applied. Assume there are ten activities

which must be completed. When organizing, you would define

each activity, group the activities based on similarities,

and assign responsibility and authority. In addition to

organizing the work, there are many activities required which

enable these two buSinesses to reach their goals. Obviously,

it would be Impossible for one person. to do all the tasks

required to operate either business. Therefore, responsi-

bility and authority must be delegated so that all the work

will get done.
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Actuating

HOW DOES Actuating is supervising and directing the efforts

AC'TUUATIN of the organization. To be successful in actuating, you

FIT IN? must communicate well. Expectations and specific work pro-

cedures must be explained to employees if you expect

them to meet your business goals.

The following questions will help you evaluate your

tyji :al communication strategy.

Do you decide what the message is before you

begin to deliver i 9

Do you decide what medium would communicate most

effectively to your subordinates?

Do you take into account the values and back-

grounds of your subordinates and phrase the

message so they will understand it?

Are you aware of the mental and physical s a

of subordinates when you communicate?

Do you think through the timing, sequence

thought, locale, and style of the message?

Do you ask questions to make sure subordinates

understand the communication?

Do you follow up on whatever action you

indicated in the communication?

If you do all these things when you communicate important

messages, you are an effective communicator. If not,

the above guidelines will assist you next Lime you,need

to provide a message.
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Motivating employees is another important component

of the actuating function. People generally need to feel

they -are an important part of the organization. Each

employee also wants to know, "What's in it for me?"

Basically, most of us are interested in our own welfare

first. Loyalty comes about when employees see themselves

as important persons within the firm and believe the company

needs their contributions. A manager should recognize each

employee as a total person. Company morale will be higher

when this is done, resultin .n a more effective, efficient.

staff,

Controllinga,EgAla&

Controlling is actually guiding a business to achieve

its goals. Controlling devices, therefore, are designed to

tell managers when the business is deviating from its

chosen objectives. The\manager should then take action

to get the business back "on course."

The type of control used and implemented depends on

the size and type of business. There are two basic

types of control: directorial and daily operating

control. Directorial control is broad,and usually advisory
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in nature. It is teased on the advice and direction given to

the small business by its board of directors or partners.

Daily operating control refers to establishing and measuring

operational plans. Cost standards, sales forecasts, expense

budgets, and other items must be carefully watched.

During the control phase of managing, the actual

achievements must be recorded and evaluated to see if goals

have been reached. If evaluation shows that the results

fell short of the plans, corrective action must be tak "i.

LEADERSHIP

In order for any small business to be a long-term

success, it must be headed by a person possessing two main

characteristics 1) the ability to lead and motivate people,

and 2) the ability to assess the ever-changing business cli-

mate and make appropriate decisions.

Leadership styles are grouped into three broad types:

authoritarian, democratic, and permissive. The authoritarian

type of leader makes business plans with little c. no

participation from others, develops standard organization

procedures, sets strict procedures for evaluation and control,

and, in sum, personally runs the business. The democratic

leader involves everyone qualifiel in setting goals, has each part

of the organization develop its on procedures, has the
ti

employees set their perform,7-Lce standards and controls,
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works with supervisors to run the business. The 2±2Elssive

type of leader is not too concerned with overall planning,

lets each individual develop his or her own organization

procedures and procedures for evaluation and control, and

lets each department independently run its part of the

business with minimal or no guidance from the leader.

There is no best style of leadership. Any personality

and leadership style can be successful if it is used with

the right employees. When an entrepreneur selects employees

for the business, those chosen ought to complement the

style of management and personality of the entrepreneur.

UNDERSTANDING THE BUSINESS CLIMATE

Assessing the business climate and making decisions

MANAGER ASSESS to assure continued business success is another skill

THE BUSINESS

CLIMATE?

needed by the manager. We are all bombarded with informa-

tion constantly, and managers must learn to be alert to

that information which specifically affects the firm's

operation. The following is a list of concerns that

may have an impact on your business:

Increased government regulation

Shortage of energy and other resources

Continued long-range inflation

Changing availability of money

International interdependence

Union activities

Ecology.
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These and many other issues affect most business operations.

The key to assessing the business climate is staying

informed. Listen to or watch the news each day. Read

local and national newspapers and magazines. Join business

groups that will keep you up-to-date on government and

labor legislation. Subscribe to national newsletters that

report what is happening nationally, as well as anticipated

trends. Knowledge gained from these sources should give

you the facts you need to make the best decision.
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PREPARATION/ADAPTATION ACTIVITIES

Are you able to apply these management principles

to your business aspirations? The following activities

should help you check your knowledge about decision-making

and the management functions.

ASSESSMENT ONE

1. Draw a diagram showing the formal organization you

think would be best for your business. Be sure to

.include all jobs. In addition, prepare a short

description of he duties and responsibilities of

each job.

2. Interview at least three small business owners in

your community on the functions of management. Ask

each,,toexplain the management role she or -he assumes

in the firm. What is the organizational structure for

the company? Who reports to whom? How have responsi-

bilities been delegated?

3. Develop a complete plan for collecting current in- house,

local, and national information needed for making

decisions in your business. Your plan should encompass

all steps of the planning process, and should include,

but not be limited to, the following sources:

Reports from L, bordinates

Newsletters to which you should subscribe
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Organizations you should join

Magazines or newspapers you intend to read

Local or national newscasts.

4. Develop a management plan you feel will work for the

business you plan to start. Include the following in

the plan:

Long- and short-range plans for one year

Organization of jobs and their relationships

Basic listing of equipment/and supplies needed

to open the business

Formal and informal meOlods you may use to

communicate with employees when the plan is

put into action

Methods of control and evaluation you plan to

use.

5. Distinguish between crisis planning and special event

planning.

POSTASSESSMENT

1. Describe three characteristics of a successful manager.

2. Identify and explain the steps in a logical decision-

making process.

3. Apply the decision-making process to the following

situation:
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TWO types of desks, standard and executive,
can be produced by the Okey Company. The
profit yield on the standard desk is $20.00
in contrast to that of $50.00 on the executive

desk. The company can produce a maximum of
600 desks a month because of theqize of the

facilities. ProKem: which of the desks should
be produced? Should a combination be produced?

4. Describe the importance of leadership by owners/

managers and describe a leadership style.

5. ,
What does master planning involve? Provide examples

of items that are included in a master plan.

Compare your answers to you-L. responses to the preassessment.

You may want to check your postassessment'alswers with your

instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

How well dicLyou know the information needed

activities?

the

Very well

Fairly well

A little.

Be honest with yourself. If you fee. you don 't know

the material well enough, it might be helpful to review

this section before going on.
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PREPARATION/ADAPTATION LEVEL:

The Business Plan (14 min., sd., color, 16mm), available for
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.Dramatizes the need for and elements in a ills t=ss plan

as a management tool for successful business operation. Dialogue
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planning can be a key factor in the decline of a business.
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PR E/POSTASSESSM 7NT
SUGGESTED RESPC. SES

EXPO, LIRE

Steps involved in making business decisions include th,_ following: (a) identify the
problem, (b) define alternative solutions, (c) gather facts about alternatives, (d) evaluate
alternatives to pick the best solution, (e) formulate a plan of action

2. Planning is th" first step toward establishing a successful business venture. Planned
activities are more likely to be effective. activities.

Management functions include the following: (a) planning the worksetting goalsand
objectives; (b) organizing the worktasks to be performed, people and equipment needed
to implement plans are identified; (c) actuating putting the plan in action;and (d) con=
trolling and evaluating workmonitoring effectiveness of plans.

Short-term plans describe goals and objectives that can be realized in days or weeks.
Long-term plans are designed to achieve objectives over a period of months or years.

To make decisions, entrepreneurs can get needed information by brainstor inrj, asking
r.olleagues, conducting market research, and hiring a consultant.

EXPLORATION

1, Managers experience problems in performing each of the management functions. Problems
arise when planning, organizing, and implementing business activities.

2. Management functions include the following: (a) planning the worksetting goals and
objectives; (b) organizing the worktasks to be performed, people and equipment needed
to implement plans are identified; (c) actuatingputting the plan in action; and (d) con.
trolling and evaluating the workmonitoring the effectiveness of plans.



Because decision-making is an integral part of all the management 'ions, a business
run by someone who cannot make effective, timely decisions is to failure. To
become expert decision - makers, entrepreneurs should strengthen abilities tc recognize
problems and surround themselves with people/techniques to help solve problems.

The inherent rewards include: freedom to make d c sions, challenge of being in control,
possibility of unlimited success.

Responses should be honest appraisals and should rPfl3Ct a knowledge of the functions of
management.

PREPARATION/ADAPTATION

Successful managers (a) make things happen; (b) concentrate on managing, not doing;
(c) act naturally; (d) strive for results; (e) work through organization.

2. The decision-making process is a fundamental management skill and is composed of
five steps: (a) identify the problem, (b) look for alternatives, (c) gather facts about
alternatives, (d) evaluate alternatives, (e) formulate a plan of action.

3. Response should reflect an understanding of the five steps in the decision-making process
(listed in response to #2).

4. Good leadership ability is an ingredient of long-term business success. Managers don't do
things, they get things done through people, so they must be able to lead or motivate
workers. Leadership styles include (a) authoritarian, (b) democratic, (c) permissive.

'5. A master plan which imolves establishing the firm's major long-term goals or objectives
is a comprehensive plan. All cther plans are formulated to -.Thieve goals set in master
plan A master plan includes information on such items ac Cilance, personnel, public
relations, advertising, legal issues, and sales, to name a few.
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TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECItVES TEACHING/LEARNING DELIVERY SUGGESTIONS

Upon completion of this level of instruction yew shout-,I 1--9. able to:

a
a.

1. Explain the role of managemew in operating a small business
2 Distinguish between short-term er '9,1g-term planning.
3 List the steps involved in making br e decisions.
4. Explain and define the management functions.

C
0
(15

CL
X
w

A variety of different teaching/learning methodologies have been
used. To help you organize your work and plan the use of this Invel
these suggestions are made:

Try to locate help wart
area

2. Have a local small !-Ausinty,c owner d
performilg management function

ed ads for manage ment orisitions in your

1. Access your capabilitie be .:g a successful manag-., .

2. Use the logic?! decision-making process to make business decisiors,
3. Identify problems and rewards inherent i r the management role.

1. Explain the management role and your perceived strengths and
weaknesses in relation to that role.

2. Use the logical decision-making process to make business decisions.
3. Identify and explain basic managing skills in planning, organizing,

actuating, and controlling.
4. Outline a management style you believe might be successful for you

in a small business.
5. Ideritfy the charweristics of a successful manager.

Invite an entrepreneur to sr
in solving business problem, on a typical vor;. week of an owner-
manager.

or h r -esponsdDitity

the grout) on tl steps she or he uses

1. Collect articles dealing with small businesses froom yoc local news-
paper 'or one ..).cek.

2. Set up a panel of local business persons and have them clecrihe their
management systems.

3. Invite a speaker from Jun;oF Achievement tc speak to the class
about the program.



The PACE series consists of these parts and units.

PART I: GETTING READ TO BECOME AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A: Nature of Small Business

Unit B: Are You an Entrepreneur?

Unit C: How to Succeed and How to Fail

PAPT T BECOMING AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A: Developing the Business Plan

Unit B: WLere to Locate the Business

it C: Le -d S_ l Business

Unit D: Government Regulations = Small Susi

Unit E: Choosing the Type of Ovnership

Unit F: How to Fin- ce the Business

Unit (3 Resources for n,serial As isrance

T III: BEING AN ENTRE,RENEUR

Unit A: Managing the Business

Unit B: Financial Management

Unit Keeping the Business Recoros

Unil; D: Marketing Management

Unit Success ful Selling

Unit F: Managing ?l, n Resources

Unit G: Community Relations

Unit H: Business Protection

RESOURCE GUIDE


